
Wheel Loader Course Narrative 

 

1.  Drop Dock-  The competitor must drive the wheel loader forward in the allotted areas for the 

specific points. Placing his blade in the slots.  Once the competitor comes to a stop that is where 

he or she is scored.   

 

2. Reverse Sidewinder-  The competitor must then reverse out of Drop Dock through a sidewinding 

road with cones on either side without hitting a cone.   

  

3. Back Dock- After completing the reverse sidewinder the competitor will then have to back the 

machine into to allotted area and stop where he or she thinks is the closest as possible without 

touching.   Once the machine stops that is where the score is taken.   

 

4. Barrel Bullseye- The competitor must then pull forward and catch and push an orange barrel to 

the first bullseye board.   After the first barrel is placed the competitor will then keep moving 

forward and angle blade if needed to catch the second barrel and place it inside the bullseye.    

 

5. Reverse Rail Slide-   The competitor will pull forward after barrel bullseye so that the machine 

will be rear facing the rail slide.  He or she will then reverse the machine and get the blade set at 

the proper height to be able to slide the steel block on the rail.   The block must travel along the 

rail to receive any points.  Without stopping the competitor will slide the block back off the end.   

 

6. Hoop Spear- The competitor will then reverse the machine to where it is forward facing the 

Hoop Spear Obstacle.  With the blade angled he or she will then travel forward and catch the 

hoops with a spear that will be attached to the blade.  The competitor will then park the 

machine in the finish area and honk the horn to indicate they are done.   

 

 There will be a time limit on the course as well.    If the competitor does not complete the 

course in the allotted time they will only get the points for the obstacles they have completed.    

The judge will wave them down and have them park the machine in the finish area.   


